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Evolve your business by infusing intelligence everywhere.
 

applications and your products to empower everyone to take data-driven action where they spend time

Transform your business from the inside out.
Optimize current processes and identify new revenue opportunities with one analytics platform that 

a natural part of your processes. Extend this impact to your own customers with innovative analytics infused 
into your own products.

Sisense Fusion® Platform
The AI-driven analytics platform that instantly infuses intelligence  
at the right place and the right time, every time.

Analytics for  
your Business
Drive better decision-making  
throughout your business by  
infusing intelligence into business 

 
processes, wherever your teams  
spend their time.

Embedded Analytics 
for your Customers

create new revenue streams and
increase stickiness with
embedded AI-powered analytics
for your customers.

Data analytics is complex. Simplify it.
Organizations have data everywhere that holds huge untapped potential but its complexity and variety used to be 

so that everyone can get the best insights from every byte data to make game-changing decisions for your business 
and enhance your customer experience.

The data experience, your way.
change the way everyone interacts with data. With fully customizable embedded analytics, you can infuse 
actionable intelligence wherever you need it - from internal applications to your own products.
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Scale your analytics, for today and tomorrow.
Evolve the business with limitless cloud scale through deep partnerships with all cloud providers  

 
 

Plus, you can scale across all skill levels and use cases for an integrated  
analytic experience.

Connect data, everywhere.
Connect cloud, in-application, and on-premises data for an AI-led  
360-degree view regardless of size, location, or type.

Analyze data and augment analysis  
with advanced technology.

Analyze and explore with or without code, to uncover  
powerful insights. Augment every analysis with predictive analytics  
and machine-learning that automatically highlights and explains  

 

Fuse your business objectives and technical needs.
Fuse  
a robust analytics foundation and strategy, built on deep partnerships with all cloud  
providers and other third-party tools. Keep your business secure with extensive end-to-end 
governance, multi-level security and performance monitoring.

Infuse intelligence everywhere.
Infuse intelligence to transform how people work and how customers interact with your products. 
Infuse embedded analytics into internal business applications that automate multiple steps down 

platform opens new value-creating opportunities by embedding fully customizable analytics into 
products to help organizations stand out in their market.

Sisense Fusion® Platform
The AI-driven analytics platform that instantly infuses intelligence  
at the right place and the right time, every time.


